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Funny videos try not to laugh hard

Continue with the latest daily buzz with buzzFeed Daily newsletter! Ladies, if you're lucky, you hit the jackpot with your other important. Good mate supports, respect, love, and hopefully very funny! It's more fun to go through life with someone who knows how to make you laugh and get out of his way to do so. The
internet is rife with husband memes and funny wives, and each makes us laugh because of their simplicity. These guys aren't professional comedians - they're just a bunch of dudes who know when good jokes are in order. Take a look at these 18 husbands whose funny antics are examples of shining to men
everywhere. Through Reddit Well, there is no fear of this father appearing feminine while wearing his baby Bjorn. He's got that macho thing locked up! Our only question is, What's the time of the gun show?! Through Reddit Step one: Acquire life-sized cardboard cut from Worf from Star Trek. Step two: Put Worf in the
shower. Step three: Aim Cameras, and wait for the horn to happen. (Step four: Research divorce lawyers in your area.) Through Reddit ... And There's Ice Cream Sales. Hey, can you blame him? He's just human, after all. It's on sale! Through Imgur Way to keep it classy, my good guy! Through Reddit Aaand? Mission
accomplished, eh fellas? What do you mean you don't want your daughter to dress like Lady Gaga affiliated with Tin Man? It's called fashion. Through Reddit And ten minutes later, the baby is more awesome than ever! Those eyebrows are so on the fleek, it's kind of scary. Through Imgur Sure, he'll go with you, but
that's where his compliance is over. When given the opportunity to paint Batman, you always draw Batman. Ends the story. Through Reddit Happy Birth to you! Look, there's nothing that a little duct tape can't be fixed. Through Reddit Why are they always choosing the most unwavering photos for this personalized
blanket? Oh yes, because they're ten times more funny that way! Through Twitter I don't know about you, but this extreme zuckerberg is close enough of a barrier to me. It's not stupid if it works! Through Pleated Jeans When your husband has an artistic side, it's hard to hide it. And why should he hide it when he can
make beautiful works of mild vandalism like this? Through Reddit It's not like he's been a child... he just became like a child. It's more cuter that way, don't you think? Now someone gets this big kid a beer in an innguing cup before he throws a tantrum. Through Reddit He's absolutely right! This isn't a married meme - it's
just a fact of life. Why sheets installed should be impossible to fold? Through Imgur True love does not know the border. Not even the bathroom door. Through Reddit I saw what you were doing there, yes big perv! At least he gave the money to eat midday as well. Through Reddit Gee, thank you, baby. It was very helpful
when I had a company house coming and I was up to my ears in brewing and sweet potatoes! Through Imgur Corrections: It's not a good use, that's the BEST usability ever. Through Pleated-Pleated Jeans-Jeans he did the job! Usually we do not like to see the dark side in the bathroom, but in this case we will make an
exception. Never change, funny husband in the world! You're perfect just your way. We're not saying we don't appreciate our coffee breaks. In fact, we wholeheartedly support them because coffee is not only very good for your health, it is also very good for your brain. We just said that we thought that breaking down
videos of funny dogs should be part of everyone's day. When we asked around, we found out we weren't alone in this sentiment. In fact, this Japanese Business dog takes out of a busy day to give us a sense of how ruff life can be when you don't take time for a bit of fun:No matter how busy you are, taking the time to
figure out which celebrities you look likeWhen you're a working dog, it's very important for your work balance One way to do it is to go on social media and take the quiz-you know , like What's your favorite color saying about your personality? or Which celebrity do you look like? Well, when it comes to celebrities looking
the same, we've done the job for you with compilations of celebrities and dogs from whom said celebrities were clearly separated at birth. (Here's how to keep your dog busy while you're doing important work in the office.) Some are practiced by your friends? Laugh it. This poor man walks all day with a bug on his head.
Rumours say that one of his colleagues was behind grabbing the plan, but this didn't let it down. He just goes about his business, smiling—and smiling—like nothing humiliating happens at all. We thought he had the last laugh. Here are some strange facts about laughter you may not know. When your work is epitomized,
angry, but then busyIa doesn't happen much (we hope), but occasionally, exactly when you're going to keep the shows you've worked on all day, your computer freezes. You suspect that it won't change well, but you still have hope ... Until, well, until you're like this guy, below, and you have to accept that your work is
gone, baby, go. When you finally accept that your work amounts to only a castle in the sand, so to speak, it's fine to express your experimentation. But then you have to get back to work. And if you find it hard to stay calm, here's the secret of the person who somehow never seems to be frazzled. Look, we know it's
happening. You forget to submit the report before you leave on Friday, and you spend big weekend justified it to yourself. No one will read it over the weekend, you assure yourself. No one would care if I just handed it over on Monday morning. Then you come on Monday morning, and your boss is all, Who is responsible
for this? And your friends didn't say anything, but each one of them turned to see you, as if Mr. Boss Man couldn't read their body language. Well, that's exactly right occurs when Maggie-the-Dog makes a mess. Good job, Maggie-the-Dog. You handle it like a boss. Speaking of bosses, here's how to be a good one. Know
the positive attitude of Things How ruff matters get in the office, don't bring that stuff home with you. For a perfect work-life balance, be sure to maintain a positive attitude, both at work and at home. In fact, you can learn a lot from this guy, who smiles on order:Never fear to failWe not to stress enough how important your
career successes to just power through any self-doubt and just try, try, and try a few more. Dogs can teach us a lot about these-especially these people, who fail miserablely and make everyone around them very happy anyway. (Here are some unbelievable facts you never knew about dogs.) When you fail, have it like
bossYou know the funny dog videos where dogs do something really bad and the owners make them wear signs that say what they're doing? You know, as below. Well, we think there's a lot to say about owning your failures. That said, we can tell you, you may fail to use at least some of the wrong words, some time, but
don't worry, we can help you sound smarter at work if you learn to use these 70 words and phrases correctly. Respect the refrigerator of employees who have been trying to tell you this for a while now, that you shouldn't be one of these annoying colleagues. But we still find your expired yogurt in the fridge. We still find



ourselves displaced by the vision and the smell of half-eaten tuna-sandwiches you sit soggy on a plate in the kitchen sink. And we still wonder who eats the last piece of pizza we left in the fridge with a sign, Don't eat this. It belongs to ME. Well, if you're going to insist on being one of the annoying colleagues, at least
learn from the best. Here's a dog writing a book about stealing fridge food. (Ever wondered why strange dogs in thunderstorms? Welp, we have poops.) These funny dog pictures will also give you a good laugh. Always follow on the date of night The final piece of advice on balancing work and life has more to do with life
than with work, but that's as it should. You don't live for work, but rather work to live right? And, in the immoral words of the 1980s band, Loverboy, everyone worked for the weekend. Ah, weekend. That's when you have to give to your other significant. In other words, make a date night, and stick to it. Show your best
friend and life partner a good time, just like these two have. (Dogs can teach us a lot about love and other superpowers.) Speech! Where I used to live my local paper posted some funny stories or words titled Laugh A little by that name. I decided to send some of them to see what you thought. None of them I made, they
were all from paper. If you want me to send more I will. I have a lot of them. Enjoy. The question haunted me! Can you Underwater? How important is a person before they are considered killed rather than just being killed? Why does a round pizza come in a square box? What diseases do ham cure actually have? How
do we put humans on the moon before we find out how to put a wheel on luggage? Why do people say they 'sleep like babies' when babies wake up every hour? If a deceased person should go to court, is it still called a hearing? Why do people pay to go up into tall buildings and pay to see through binoculars on things
on the ground? If a professor on Gilligan Island can make coconut radio, why can't he fix a hole in the boat? If corn oil is made of corn, and vegetable oil is made of vegetables, what is baby oil made of? Church Bloopers Conference fasting and prayers include food. This morning's sermon 'Jesus walks on the water.'
Tonight's sermon: 'Find Jesus.' Ladies, don't forget the sale of rummage. It is a chance to get rid of things that are not worth keeping around the house. Bring your husband. Don't let worry killing you - let the church help. Remember in the prayers of many sick communities. The bean supper will be held Tuesday night at
the church hall. Music will be followed. Follow.
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